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National Museum of Scotland Christmas Crafternoon Activity –
Making Fridge Magnets
You need:
-The provided animal and object picture print-outs, printed onto thick card (preferably 300 gsm)
-More thick card, blank
-Magnetic Craft Self-Adhesive Magnet Strip (can be bought in a 12.75mm x 3 meter roll on Amazon for £2.99)
-Scissors
-Pencils, pens and colouring pencils/other colouring materials (to colour the animals/objects and to make your own)
-A paintbrush and PVA glue (optional)
Instructions –


Colour in the animal/object provided on the sheet of card that you want to make into a fridge magnet,
or draw and colour your own



Use scissors to cut around the animal/object

Do this as close or as far away from the outline of the animal/object as you wish – you can leave a white outline if
you prefer and/or want to save time!


If you want to, you can use a paintbrush to cover the animal/object with a thin layer of PVA glue to
give it a laminated look. DO NOT do this if you have used felt tip pens or anything else liquid/inkbased to colour the animal/object!

Remember to let the PVA dry for a few minutes before continuing.


Use scissors to cut off parts of the magnet strip

Cut off an amount that looks a suitable size to fit onto the back of the animal/object. You can use more than one
piece of magnet strip per animal/object if you think it needs it!


Peel off the plastic covering the sticky side of the magnet



Stick the piece(s) of magnet strip to the back of the cut-out animal/object

You can use the objects to dress up or decorate the animal magnets. Be warned, though – the magnets do not stick
to  a  magnetic  surface  if  there  is  a  piece  of  paper  in  between…
…So  when  making  the  decorative  objects  into  magnets,  try to stick the magnet strip on the part of the objects that will
come into contact with the fridge, not onto the part that will overlay onto the animal, then allow the part that does not
have  magnet  stuck  to  the  back  to  overlay  onto  whatever  animal  it  is  decorating…
…For  example,  if  you  are  making  a  picture  of  a  hat  into  a  magnet,  stick  a  piece  of  magnetic  strip  to the top section of
the hat, sticking that part to the fridge, and then allow the bottom part of the hat to cover the top of an animal
magnet’s  head,  so  that  it  looks  like  it  is  wearing  the  hat.    
You can also slip parts of the objects underneath the animal magnets when they are on the fridge if necessary, to make
an animal look more like it is wearing/holding an object. You can even cut off parts of objects with scissors to help it
fit around a specific animal better! (For example, cutting off beads from the beaded necklace image to make it fit
around  one  of  the  animal’s  necks  better)
And  finally…


Stick the finished magnets onto a fridge/magnetic surface!

